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Now you can download Galaxy S8 wallpapers through full-size pngs embedded below (apologies for slow download time paging, pngs are dogs) or as a lightning pack here. There's 18 in total, six of each type: gradients, night sky and these funky geometric things. Droid Views has a bunch of others and you can see them
in action in my Galaxy S8 color comparison. Happy wallpapers. Tagged: SamsungWallpapers Samsung had planned to integrate a fingerprint sensor on the Galaxy S8 screen, but the technology was simply not ready in time, a new report claims. Read: All information about the Galaxy S8 specification, features, price and
release date Of The Media, Korea Investor says Samsung hoped to equip the Galaxy S8 with a built-in sensor manufactured by Synaptics, a U.S.-based touch-making provider. Indeed, early rumors of the Galaxy S8 suggested that would be the case. But the project ran out of time, sources say, and Samsung was forced
to agree to install a sensor on the back of the device. The location of the sensor - right next to the camera - was revealed in several leaks, and reactions were controversial, to say the least. People just don't seem to like the setup, which requires reaching the finger at the top of the phone, potentially lubricating the
camera in the process. It is reported that the decision to switch to the rear sensor was made at the last minute The decision to switch to the rear sensor was reportedly made at the last minute, which could explain somehow an awkward design. This was not for lack of attempts: the report states that Samsung poured
resources into Synaptics and made every effort to finish by the April release of the Galaxy S8. If there's any consolation, competitors - including Apple - are likely to face similar challenges implementing on-screen fingerprint sensing technology. Rumors about the next iPhone claim that the smartphone will be the first to
abandon the physical button at home, which raises the question of where the fingerprint sensor will be located on the device. It's still extremely difficult to develop transparent sensors and components to be used for an all-screen smartphone, a source in the Korean display industry told Investor.Expect iris recognition and
advanced facial recognition Samsung may be trying to displace fingerprint-based authentication with a combination of iris recognition (similar to the Note 7) and advanced facial recognition that allows you to unlock times in ages of up to 0.01 seconds. The Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8 Plus are still weeks away, but leaks
just keep coming, which is uncharacteristic for Samsung's major launches. We might assume that we are seeing a fair amount of controlled leaks designed to generate public expectations for new phones and some thunder LG G6 and other competitors. Competitors. This well-time report seems like a convenient way to
explain and rationalize the controversial placement of a fingerprint sensor on the Galaxy S8 without requiring any official statement from Samsung. (Controlled) leaks aside, Samsung is openly trying to get attention from the LG G6, at least in South Korea. In a very unusual move, Samsung launched an air teaser
advertisement for the Galaxy S8, just as its crosstown rival reported good early sales of the LG G6. Let us know your thoughts! Although the Samsung Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus will not be officially disclosed in a few weeks, we already know a lot about them. We've seen a bunch of images as well as a few videos that show
how the devices are in all their glory. Now we have some more interesting details to share with you regarding Samsung's upcoming flagships. According to Roland Kwandt, a well-known technology blogger and leaker, retail listings show that the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus will be available in three colors in Europe: black,
silver and purple. He also pointed out that the S8 will retail for 799 pounds, while his older brother will set you back 899.Samsung Galaxy S8 and S8 will be in black, silver and purple (!) colors, retail shows lists. S8 priced at 799, S8 at 899 euros.- Roland Kwandt (@rquandt) March 7, 2017It is consistent with previous
rumors, claiming that the devices will be more expensive compared to the Galaxy S7 series, which is something that most users are not very happy about. But please keep in mind that nothing has been confirmed at this time. We'll know more as soon as Samsung officially announces the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus, which
will happen on March 29.There are also a ton of other rumors about upcoming devices. It is reported that the phones will be powered by the Snapdragon 835 chipset, are equipped with 5.8 and 6.2-inch displays respectively, and will be equipped with a new Samsung digital assistant called Bixby. If you want to know
more about smartphones, check out our Samsung Galaxy S8 rumor roundup post. Do you think the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus are too expensive? Let us know in the comment section below. The best wireless charging pads for the Galaxy S8 Android Central 2020 If you use the Samsung Galaxy S8 and haven't used your
wireless charging capabilities, what have you been waiting for? Wireless charging allows you to opt out of working with cables and your phone is charging on the desk at work or nightstand at home and just grab it when it's time to get up and walk away. There's a good variety of styles compatible with the Galaxy S8 and
here are the best options available. Staff choose Made Samsung, this convertible charging pad/stand hides all charging technology in a stylishly designed enclosure that looks the same at home in the office, living room or bedroom. $40 on Amazon For the Same Speed in a smaller package, a package, for Samsung's
flat wireless charging pad. This model is designed to charge Samsung smartwatches and Galaxy Buds as well as phones. The Seneo stand has two charging coils for vertical or horizontal phone charging and can handle phones that have cases up to 4mm thick. Just keep in mind, the LED on the front can be a little bright
for the bedroom. It's a wireless charging pad that doesn't look like a cheap plastic drive, so you'll be glad it's prominent in your office or living room. PowerWave is a no-frills charging booth. You'll need a fast charging 3.0 wall charger that's not included, but the stand makes the ship with a 6-foot cable. Not only is this
charger easy to pack thanks to the included cable organizer, but the lid also doubles as an LED blocker if you don't need light to keep you awake at night. Wireless charging where it's on wireless charging becomes that much more useful feature the longer your phone gets as battery life naturally slows down. Instead of
fussing with cables, with the right charging pad for your workstation or nightstand you can just put the phone down and know that it will be fully charged when you pick it back. As you can see you have some solid options regardless of your budget. If the price is not the object for you, the Samsung Fast Charge
Convertible Wireless Charging Pad is the best option that Samsung itself has made. For a sleek and stylish option, check out the ESR Mini Portable Wireless Charger, which is small, light and very portable for a frequent traveler - but if you snag it you'll also want to pick up an Anker Fast Charging 3.0 Wall Charger to go
with it because it doesn't come with an adapter wall in the box. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. Over the past few years, Samsung's release schedule for its major flagships has been pretty consistent. We're getting new entries in the Galaxy S lineup at the beginning of the year, an
active version of the new S phone on ATT in the summer, and then the latest Note device. However, according to a new report, this year's Galaxy S8 Active will avoid taking over att and heading to T-Mobile. Samsung has been releasing active phones exclusively on ATT ever since the S4 Active all the way back in 2013,
and while it was the S5 Sport, which debuted at Sprint in 2014, the S8 Active will be Samsung's first phone to launch on another carrier with proper active branding. The T-Mobile version of the Galaxy S8 Active is expected to carry the SM-G892T model number (slightly different from the SM-G892A at AT'T) and will be
available in both Mereor Grey and Titan Gold color options. The phone should cost the same with the retail price 849 USD, but for now, we do not know when the S8 Active will debut on Un-Carrier. we expect it to start sooner rather than later, but it's this that we are still a few months away from his release. The Galaxy
S8 Active offers the same overall experience that you'll find on a regular S8, with the addition of increased battery life and a more durable/durable design. While the design does take away the appeal that the S8/S8 bring to the table, Andrew said in his full review of the S8 Active that it will - Samsung will sell you the
Galaxy S8 and S8 almost from where you want. Every carrier, retailer and online store you can think of has these phones, and for the most part each one offers the same colors and plan options as well. We've collected the best places you'll be looking to buy and you can find all the information you need right here.
American carriers all U.S. carriers offer both the Galaxy S8 and S8, which come with 64GB of memory and in three different colors: black, orchid gray and silver. Verizon Verizon comes in at a pretty standard price for the Galaxy S8 at $756, although now and then you can find a discount or promotion that will knock some
money. Spend just $84 more and you can have more Galaxy S8. Look at Verizon ATT ATT prices set at $749 for the Galaxy S8 and $849 for the Galaxy S8, and offers the longest financing option in 30 months - which extends prices to $25 per month for the GS8 and $28 per month for the GS8. Look at the T-Mobile T-
Mobile at peg prices at $750 for the Galaxy S8 and $850 for the Galaxy S8. If you want to fund the purchase, it breaks up to $30 up front and $30 a month for 24 months for the GS8, or $130 forward and $30 a month for 24 months for the GS8. Look at T-Mobile Sprint Sprint continues to offer the most confusing pricing
schemes for their Galaxy phones. The big numbers you see his push are his leasing plans, which are cheap in a month but involve returning the phone after 18 months to then pay to get a new one. The Galaxy S8 for 18 months of rent is $31.25 per month, or you can pay the same price per month for 24 months to buy it
in full - the full price, then $750. The Galaxy S8 comes in at $35.42 a month, which is an 18 month lease, or you can continue to pay the same price for 24 months to pay the full retail price of $850. These financing deals also mark a $30 discount when ordering online. Look at Sprint MetroPCS T-Mobile's low-cost
subsidiary MetroPCS only sells the standard Galaxy S8, not the S8. Its prices are high, at $729, and the carrier often has incentives if you port over your number. Look at metroPCS Cricket AT'T-owned prepaid carrier offers only Galaxy S8, not GS8 at the moment. You can get it in one color, midnight black, and it will
cost you $699 out of the door. Look at cricket retail Big retailers like Best Buy and Walmart sell galaxy S8 and S8, usually tied to the carrier with many of the same perks as carriers offer offer Historically, these retailers have offered small discounts in the form of gift cards or accessories incentives, so look at which one
offers the best offer. Best Buy Best Buy has both the Galaxy S8 and S8 on all four major U.S. carriers. Prices coincide with order prices directly from carriers, for the most part, with some special offers depending on when you go to order. Watch at Walmart's Best Buy Walmart allow you to order the Galaxy S8 and S8
online, but only if you want it as a prepaid phone from Total Wireless or a direct conversation. If so, prices are high: $659 for the Galaxy S8, and $759 for the Galaxy S8 - color choices are limited though, with some models only offering one or two to choose from. See at Walmart If you want to buy from Walmart for one of
the big carriers - Verizon, ATT, Sprint, USA Cellular - you'll have to do it in store, at least right now. Prices and availability of different models and carriers can vary depending on your region. You should use a Walmart store finder to get an idea of what you can get. Look at the Walmart Unlocked Model A few weeks after
the launch of carrier-sanctioned versions of phones, Samsung began making proper U.S. unlocked models available. You can get them from some major retailers as well as Samsung itself. Best Buy right now, Best Buy is the only place that wants to say it sells the official US unlocked Galaxy S8 or S8. Prices are set at
$725 for the Galaxy S8 and $825 for the Galaxy S8. Look at Amazon's Best Buy You can get the same US unlocked model from Amazon as you can elsewhere. Just be careful that you buy the right one and not some kind of international model that is imported and doesn't have the proper US warranty you probably want.
Look at Amazon Samsung Why not buy an unlocked Samsung phone directly from Samsung? Its own online store doesn't always have the lowest prices, but it's worth considering for some limited time deals that may arise. It also offers 24-month funding even if you buy unlocked. Watch Samsung Samsung
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